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This report of the central crops and Soils Research station at Highmore, 
South Da.k.G'tA iA a proqres.& report and, t.hare�o-re, the �esult.s prAAented are 
not ne.�rl}y. COl:lplet@ nor eonclusives An-y inteJ:p%e1:atiran given is 
tent.atlve- bec.ause addiuana.l data from �inua't£on ot it.he:ie eqa,rlments may 
produce conclusions different from those of any one year. The data presented 
in this report reflect the 1991 growing season. 
cownercial companies and trade names are mentioned in this publication 
aolely for the purpose- of providing apecifie information. 'Menti�n orf a 
company doe» RO'� constitute a guarantee or warranty of its p�odu�s- b� the 
Agricultural ::£Kp9_rii1HJ.nt Station or an endorsement over prod,11.u:t.s of' ,other 
companies nrt 11utio:l\e:d. 
This publication also report• research invol�ing peaticidea. It doe• 
not contain reeoJDJDendations for their uae, nor do.a it imply that the uaes 
diecussed here have been regiatered. All \HiU of pesticides aust be 
registered by appropriate State and Federal agencies before they can be 
recommended. A complete aet of 1991 results from sosu herbicide 
demonstrations ia available as Extension Circular 678 from your county Agent 
or SDSU. 
south Dakota �9ricultural Bzperiaent Station 
Brooking•, &outb Da�ota 57007 
Dr. Davi4 Bryut, Dean or ... yaon4 xoore, Director 
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IJITJIOl)UCTION ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Bra4 Parl:Hlr, ll&D&qer 
The primary focus of research at the Central Crops and Soils 
Research station is the development and testing of forages, small 
grains and row crop varieties. six breeding programs at South 
Dakota State University along with the Crop Performance Testing 
division, actively utilize the facilities at the Highmore Research 
Farm for conducting research on breeding lines, experimental 
materials, and currently available forage and crop varieties. 
Forage crops being investigated include numerous annual and 
perennial legumes and warm and cool aeaaon grasses. Some of those 
currently being studied are: alfalfa, aungbeans, cowpeas, 
milkvetch, switchgrass, big bluestem, sudangrass, foxtail millet, 
Siberian millet, teff, crested wheatgraaa, and intermediate 
wheatgrass. 
Small grains and row crops being investigated include: spring 
wheat, winter wheat, oats, barley, soybeans and corn. Plant 
breeders at SDSU appreciate environmental and climatic conditions 
at this station since it generally allows them the ability to 
evaluate their experimental breeding lines under more adverse 
conditions, such as heat and drought stress, than those in eastern 
South Dakota. 
A secondary focus of research at Highmore, while no less 
important than variety improvement, involves the overall 
improvement of management and production practices to optimize 
economic returns to producers. Research in this area includes: 
seeding rate, row spacing and planting date studies, herbicide 
research and demonstrations to suggest the most efficient and 
effective control measures for problem weeds, biological and 
chemical control of insect pests, plant disease research, residue 
management for conservation of soil and water and fertilizer 
calibration research to determine nutritional requirements of crops 
and forages. 
Precipitation and temperature data for 1991 are presented in 
Tables l and 2. Although we entered the year with rather short 
soil moisture reserves, total rainfall by June 5 nearly equalled 
the long-term yearly average of about 18 inches. Between the 
period of April 10 through June 5, fifteen and one-half inches of 
rain was recorded at the research farm. This rain benefitted much 
of the winter and spring wheat crops but also caused large areas of 
fields to drown due to standing water. The rains also delayed or 
prevented some small grain plantings and delayed most of the row 
crop planting until mid-June. Yields of spring and winter wheat 
were similar to 1990 and averaged about 40 and 60 bushels/acre 
respectively. Corn and soybean yields were poor due to the delayed 
planting and lower than average precipitation in July and August. 
The twiligl t 'tour of research plot:s -was b ld en 3une 27, 1991 
at 6:30 in the eve:ninq, Ltm:eh vas served pric?' tc and after the 
tours. More. than llQ tl:)ur participanu listened to pres.entations 
on small grain vu.r-iaties, diseases, hertlicide avaiua-"C.icms, forage 
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research, aoybean research and other topics. 
The research conducted each year and included in this report 
involves long hours by staff from many disciplines at SDSU and the 
Highmore Research Farm. Their efforts in contributing to this 
publication each year are greatly appreciated. Support and input 
from area producers, ranchers, Advisory Board members and County 
Agents is also greatly appreciated. 
If anyone has comments or suggestions pertaining to research 
on the farm or questions ·and input on any other matter, please 
write or call. 
Address correspondence to: 
Dr. Ray Moore, Director 
Agricultural Experiment Station 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, SD 5 7007 
(605) 688-4149 
Brad Farber 
Box 2207A 
south Dakota State University 
Brookings, SD 57007 
(605) 688-6139 
• 
• 
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Table 1. Temperatures at the Central Research Farm - 1991. 
1991 Average 
:t1mee.at!,li::es O 
14D'°D MU, 1:Unr _Ay:90.gri 
<>r ��---=--=---=------- liiiHll!!!!YJ!lliill!!!!" 
January 24.0 3.4 13.7 
February 41.5 17.5 29.5 
March 47.l 23.7 35.4 
April 60.4 36.0 48.2 
Nay 68.2 48.6 58.4 
June 80.8 59.7 70.3 
July 86.5 59.S 73.0 
August 87.0 60.5 73.8 
September 77.0 48.4 62.7 
October 59.S 32.0 45.8 
November 35.9 17.7 26.8 
December 36.7 16.l 26.4 
: calculated from daily observations. 
30 year average (1951-1980). 
Table 2. Precipitation at the Central Research 
1991 Departure 
�recipitatiop Normal• from norm 
Departure 
b 
from 
Ho� norm:a.L 
-----iiiiiiiiiii:'iiiiiiiiHiiliiiii1iiiiiilHliii 
12.6 +l.l 
19.5 +10.0 
29.7 +5.7 
45.7 +2.5 
57.5 +0.9 
67.3 +3.0 
74.0 -1.0 
72.7 +l.l 
62.0 +0.7 
50.l -4.3 
32.4 -5.6 
19.9 +6.5 
Farm - 1991. 
Greatest 
amount Date Month -----�------------�---inches---------�-----�----
January 0.08 0.34 -0.26 0.08 2 
February l. 30 0.57 +0.73 1.20 18 
March 1.15 0.91 +0.24 0.43 20 
April 4.43 2.08 +2.35 1.58 12 
May 8.35 2.69 +5.66 1.70 22 
June 3.50 3.28 +0.22 1.30 4 
July 0.78 2.57 -1. 79 0.30 7 
August 1. 70 2.33 -0.63 1.25 2 
September 1. 15 1.32 -0.17 0.45 14 
October 1.70 1.24 +0.46 1.00 28 
November 0.70 0.53 +0.17 0.30 11 
.December O. OOT0 0.47 -0.47 o. oo'!"> 19 
TOTAL 24.84 18.33 +6.51 
• 
b 30 year average (1951-1980) . Trace amount recorded. 
ALPALPA CULTIVAR YIBLD TBST 
E. Twidwell, K. Kephart, and R. Bortnem 
Two alfalfa cultivar yield experiments were conducted at the 
Central Crops and Soils Research Station during 1991. These tests 
were conducted to determine yield performance of various alfalfa 
cul ti vars and experimental lines when grown in central South 
Dakota. 
Average daily temperatures were near normal throughout the 
growing season. Precipitation received was two to four times above 
normal during April through June. During July, however, less than 
one inch of precipitation fell. In August and September 
precipitation received was slightly below normal. 
Three harvests were obtained from the 1989 planting. Average 
three-cut total yields ranged from 4. 99 to 8 .11 T/A, with some 
significant cultivar differences observed (Table l). Yields 
obtained for the first cutting were especially high. This was due 
to the above normal precipitation received, and in addition, 
conditions were too wet to allow harvesting at an early maturity 
stage, so these high yields can also be attributed to harvesting at 
an advanced maturity stage. Total yields obtained in 1991 were 
about 2.5 T/A higher than those obtained in 1990. In fact, yields 
obtained in 1991 have been the highest recorded in several years at 
this station. Two-year average yields ranged from 3.48 to 5.47 
T/A, with some significant cultivar differences detected. 
Another experiment was planted in 1991. The plots were seeded 
in late April, but they did not become successfully established due 
to the above normal precipitation received. Some of the plots were 
completely destroyed by standing water which was present for 
several weeks, and other plots suffered severe damage. These plots 
were plowed up in late .July and then reseeded in mid-August. These 
plots became successfully established during August and September, 
and the alfalfa had produced several inches of growth before 
entering the winter months. It is hoped that these plots will 
survive the winter and be productive in 1992. 
These results are useful in the selection of alfalfa cultivars 
for forage production. Measurements of forage yield taken over 
several years of harvest are usually more useful than the average 
from a single harvest. 
• 
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Table 1. Forage yield of 36 alfalfa cultivars planted May 11, 1989 at the Central Crops and So ls Research stat�on, High.more, South Dakota. 
Flfnt Ch ef 
Ultra 
sure 
Victory 
WL 225 
�l=��g�ter 
Garst 630 
Action 
4.02 
4.03 
4.06 
3.70 
3. 76 
3.53 
3.43 
3.49 
3.83 
3.62 
4.14 
3.93 
4.15 
4.14 
4.17 
3.96 
4.17 
4.33 
3.97 
4.15 
2.20 
2.14 
1.96 
1.53 
l. 74 
1.83 
2.06 
1. 78 
1.47 
1.63 
1.77 
1.90 
1.52 
1.58 
0.81 
1.39 
1.42 
1.15 
1.01 
0.95 
8.11 
7.96 
7.63 
7.25 
6.72 
7.18 
7.64 
7.26 
6.45 
6.73 
S.47 
5.45 
5.33 
5.05 
4.98 
4.90 
4.89 
4.88 
4.88 
4.83 
Apollo Supreme 3.59 3.94 1.65 1.06 6.65 4.81 
Legend 3.44 4.31 1.56 1.17 7.03 4.73 
Centurion 3.44 4.01 1.47 1.00 6.48 4.69 
Sabrt J.40 4.14 l.45 0.99 6.58 4.66 
Multi-plier 3.21 4.05 1.73 1.02 6.80 4.56 
Clipper 3.12 4.05 1.69 1.18 6.92 4.53 
WL 317 3.36 4.12 1.42 0.85 6.38 4.48 
Pawn 3.35 3.82 1.39 0.90 6.11 4.47 
5472 3.31 3.63 1.42 0.76 5.80 4.27 
Majestic 3.20 3.75 1.33 0.81 5.88 4.25 
Royalty 3.29 3.78 1.24 0.67 5.69 4.24 
A
v
ggressor 3.13 3.71 1.43 0.80 5.94 4.20 
IP 3.33 3.70 1.20 0.53 5.43 4.19 
Sa;anac AR J.26 3.41 1.44 0.81 5.66 4.13 Trident II 2.92 3.74 1.34 0.71 5.79 4.11 
H-174c 3.06 3.62 1.38 0.64 5.64 4.07 
Arrow 2.87 3.67 1.38 0.62 5.67 3.99 
5262 2.77 3.79 1.08 0.84 5.71 3.97 
526 2.92 3.99 1.15 0.45 5.59 3.96 
Garst 636 2.91 3.94 1.06 0.48 5.48 3.92 
SDHLlc 2.80 3.99 1.09 0.66 5.74 3.91 
J��Rtt �:ll J:i� l:iA 8::I �:�t J:I� 
Dart 2.83 3.34 1.01 0.65 4.99 J.74 
Cimarron VR 2.71 3.55 1.09 o.51 5.16 J.67 
FSRC 88Sc 2.50 3.28 1.26 0.50 5.05 3.48 
�YERAff,r1 
,.2.:s i.s, 1.""7 o.9, ·t:..aa ,.,1 
tiffl',� 0,2; ttt !Jo ij:-i:1 lJ.G• 1.4a• 
124 
123 
120 
114 
112 
111 
110 
110 
110 
109 
109 
107 
106 
105 
103 
102 
101 
101 
96 
96 
96 
95 
95 
93 
93 
92 
90 
90 
89 
89 
88 
87 
87 
84 
83 
79 
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•ITIIOGBIJ AHi) 'PJIOSPJIORUS PBRTILIIATIO• OP COOL 8BA80W GR.a.88 
Jim Gerwing, Ron Gelderman and Ed Twidwell 
Abstract 
studies were initiated at two locations on cool season grass 
in central South Dakota to evaluate the effects of nitrogen and 
phosphorus on forage and seed yields. Nitrogen rates 
(0, 30, 60, 90, 120, lSOlb N/acre) and phosphorus rates (0, 30, 60, 90, 180 
lb P20sfacre) were applied to established crested or intermediate 
wheatgrass once and harvested for either two or three years 
depending on location. Nitrogen increased dry matter yield by 48 
and 62\ at the two locations and seed yield by 166 percent. 
Phosphorus soil test levels were medium or low. Phosphorus 
fertilizer did not result in highly significant yield increases at 
any of the five site years. Three years combined yields at one 
location did result in significant yield increases. Phosphorus had 
no effect on crested wheatgrass seed yield. 
Objectives 
There are approximately 26 million acres of grassland in South 
Dakota. It is estimated that less than 5% of the grassland is 
fertilized. Earlier research in South Dakota has shown, however, 
that forage yields of cool season grass can be nearly doubled with 
nitrogen fertilizer. Grasses such as crested wheatgrass and 
intermediate wheatgrass produce most of their growth during the 
early spring and respond well to late fall or early spring 
applications. The nitrogen portion of this work was done to 1) 
demonstrate the effectiveness of nitrogen applications for cool 
season grass forage production and to 2) investigate the influence 
of nitrogen on grass seed yield. 
Most grassland in South Dakota has never received phosphorus 
fertilizer. Phosphorus soil test levels in grasslands are usually 
low or occasionally medium. Limited previous research in South 
Dakota has shown cool season grass responds to phosphorus 
fertilizer. More research is needed, however, to determine if soil 
test phosphorus is well correlated to yield response from P 
fertilizer. The objectives of the phosphorus portion of these 
studies were to determine the influence of added phosphorus on l )  
cool season grass forage and seed yields 2) phosphorus uptake by 
cool season grass and 3) soil test P levels under established 
grass. 
Methods 
Studies were initiated in Hyde County in 1988 and Jones County 
in 1990. The soil at the Hyde County site is classified as a 
Highmore. These soils are silt loams formed from a silty glacial 
drift and are typical of those found in central South Dakota east 
of the Missouri River. The site had a good stand of crested 
wheatgrass estimated to be 15 years old. Soil at the Jones County 
• 
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site is classified as a Promise Clay. These aoila are deep well­
drained nearly level clayey soils on uplands. They were formed 
from the Pierre shale and are typical of the heavy textured soils 
in central South Dakota west of the Missouri River. The site had 
a relatively thin stand of Oahe intermediate wheatgrass which was 
approximately 10 years old. Very little fertilizer or manure was 
applied to either location over the last 15 years which is typical 
of most grass stands. Both locations had been hayed and or grazed 
for the last 10-15 years. 
Soil test levels at the beginning of the atudies are given in 
Tables 1 and 2. Nitrate soil test levels were very low at both 
locations which is typical of perennial grass atands. Phosphorus 
soil test levels were low at the Jones site and low to medium at 
the Hyde County site. Both locations had low P soil test levels in 
the subsoil. Soil pH was 6.7 at the Hyde County site and 7.9 at 
the Jones County site. The high pH at the Jones site is normal for 
many heavy soils west of the Missouri River. 
Nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizer treatments are listed in 
Table 3. Fertilizer treatments were applied the first year with 
subsequent years measuring only the residual effect. Nitrogen 
rates ranged from Oto 150 lb N/A and phosphorus rates ranged from 
o to 180 lb/A. The Hyde County P study received 60 lb N/acre in 
1988 and 1989 and 90 lb N/acre in 1990. The Jones county P study 
received 90 lb N/acre in 1990 and 1991. The Hyde county N study 
received 60 lb PaOsf acre in 1989. The Jones County N study received 
no additional P fertilizer. The adjacent phosphorus study, 
however, showed no response to additional P. The phosphorus source 
used in Hyde County was triple super phosphate (0-46-0) and in 
Jones County it was diammonium phosphate (18-46-0) . In Jones 
County the N supplied with the phosphorus fertilizer rate was 
balanced with Urea N. The source of N for all experiments was 
urea. All fertilizer materials were broadcast on the surface by 
hand in late March or April. Plot size was 15 feet by 15 feet. A 
randomized complete block design was used. Each treatment was 
replicated four times. 
Forage yield was taken once per year when grass was headed and 
full forage growth had been achieved. Harvest dates were in mid to 
late June for crested wheatgrass and July for intermediate 
wheatgrass. Forage harvest was accomplished by harvesting either 
a 20 square toot or 36 square foot area with a commercial duty lawn 
mower or a sickle bar mower respectively. The crested wheatgrass 
seed yield was estimated in 1988 and 1990 by clipping the heads 
from a one meter square area. Seed yields were not taken in 1989 
due to hot, dry conditions that limited seed formation. 
Spring (mid March to Mid June) rainfall at the Hyde County 
site was approximatly 5. 5 inches in 1988 and 1989. Even though 
this was near normal, moisture stress resulted from extremely hot 
May and June temperatures. Spring rainfall in 1990 at this site 
was less than average (3. S inches) but cool temperatures minimized 
moisture stress resulting in larger forage yields than in 1988 or 
·10-
1989. Rainfall at the Jones County site in 1990 and 1991 was above 
normal and moisture stress was minimal. 
Results and Discussion 
The influence of nitrogen on cool season grass dry matter 
production at the Hyde and Jones County sites is displayed in Table 
4. Nitrogen significantly increased yield at both sites each year. 
At Hyde County in the high stress year of 1989, crested vheatgrass 
yields almost doubled. The total forage increase to fertilizer N 
the following year (residual effect) was almost equal to the first 
year response. This indicates applied nitrogen was still plant 
available one year after application. Nitrogen applications at 
these locations would return more than two dollars for each dollar 
invested in fertilizer. 
Nitrogen fertilization also caused significantly increased 
forage protein levels at each location. Nitrogen content of plant 
tissue increased from 1.291 in the check at the Hyde County site to 
1.78% with 150 lbs N applied (Table 5). Protein yield per acre 
estimated from N content (I N x 6.25 = I protein) at this site 
increased from 164 lb/A in the check to 442 lb/A with the high N 
rate. 
The influence of residual nitrogen on crested wheatgrass seed 
yield is listed in Table 6. Seed yield increased from 97 lb/A with 
no nitrogen fertilizer to over 250 lbs per acre with higher N 
rates. Increases in seed yield can be extremely profitable to 
farmers in years when the demand for seed exists. In the mid to 
late 1980's, farmers were receiving over $2.00 per pound for 
crested wheatgrass seed. 
Nitrogen fertilizer applied in the spring of 1989 did not 
result in increased nitrate soil test levels one year later in Hyde 
County (Table 7) even though the high application rate exceeded 
grass removal by over 100 lb/A. That is an indication of the 
potential for immobilization of N by grass sod and is one of the 
reasons the nitrate soil test is not well correlated to nitrogen 
needs of grass. Some of this N mineralized in 1990, resulting in 
significant increases in forage and seed yields (Table 4 and 6). 
Nitrogen loss by leaching was not likely due to dry conditions 
during 1989. 
Phosphorus fertilizer had some positive effect on forage yield 
in 2 out of 3 years at the Hyde County site (Table 8). There was 
not a significant increase in yield to residual phosphorus the 
third year (1990). However, total dry matter yields over the three 
year period did increase with increasing phosphorus levels. There 
was no significant increases in yield due to phosphorus application 
in either 1990 or 1991 at the Jones County site, even though soil 
test levels were low (Table 8). 
The data from these two locations over the four year period 
indicates grass does not respond to phosphorus fertilizer on lower 
testing soils as readily as other crops. In addition, the 
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responses that did occur were relatively small, making it more 
difficult to justify P fertilizer additions under these situations. 
The small increases in annual yields due to residual phosphorus may 
continue for many years, however, making the profit potential more 
positive. 
Phosphorus content in the plant ti•sue was significantly 
increased with increasing P fertilizer rate• at the Hyde County 
site but not at the Jones county site. (Table 9) The increase in 
tissue P concentration was only noted at the Hyde County site where 
dry matter yield also increased. Phosphorus concentration in the 
tissue a.t the Jones County site was well below the . 15-. 201 P 
normally considered adequate for grass. Even though moisture was 
adequate, the intermediate wheatgrass did not effectively use the 
topdressed fertilizer P at this site. 
The influence of phosphorus fertilizer on crested wbeatgraas 
seed yield is displayed in Table 10. Even though there was an 
increase in tissue P concentration each year and a small increase 
in forage yield in 1988, there was no increase in crested 
wheatgrass seed yield due to phosphorus fertilizer in Hyde county 
in 1988 or 1990. 
The results of phosphorus soil test analysis ta.ken after 
harvest in 1988 in two inch depth increments show most phosphorus 
remained in the top two inches of soil (Table 11) . The dry 
conditions of central south Dakota may be limiting active root 
growth in this soil layer and therefore phosphorus uptake, 
minimizing the effect of phosphorus fertilizer. Deeper placement 
of P fertilizers may result in larger yield increases on these P 
deficient soils. 
The phosphorus analysis on soil samples taken to a six inch 
depth after harvest in 1990 at both locations are given in Table 12 
along with soil tests taken at the Hyde county site in the fall of 
1988. Both the Bray and Olsen P test increased with increasing 
fertilizer rates in a predictable manner. 
Conclusions 
1) Nitrogen fertilizer produced large and very profitable cool 
season grass forage yield increases. 
2) Nitrogen Fertilizer produced very large crested wheatgrass 
seed yield increases. 
3) Phosphorus fertilizer did not increase cool season grass 
forage yield as much as predicted by current grass soil test 
calibration. 
4) Phosphorus fertilizer did not increase crested wheatgrass 
seed yield. 
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D�ntb NO:,.-N pl K QM gH Salts 
inches .......................... J)J)Jll··············· % 
0-3 2 12 720 4.7 6.7 0.3 
3-6 1 s 600 3.8 6.6 0.3 
6--9 1 3 460 3.0 6.6 0.3 
9-12 1 3 440 2.4 6.7 0.2 
12-24 1 s 460 1.8 6.8 0.3 
1 Bray I Test 
T_Able 2. Soil T� lntmneofur� Wheatgr:a"'-i_f�rtJlhAtion. l�De5 Ctil '.Mi!:tc11.J:.900 
p 
De 2th NO:rN Bra:x Olsen K 
inches ppm 
0·3 4 7 3 600 
3-6 3 3 l 420 
6-12 2 3 2 398 
A) Nitrogen 
1) Hyde Co: 1989 - 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150 lb N/A 
1990 • residual harvest 
2) Jones Co: 1990 • 0, 30, 60, 90, 120 lb N/A 
1991 • residual harvest 
B) Phosphorus 
1) Hyde Co: 1988 - 0, 30, 60, 90, 180 lb P,.OJA 
1989, 1990 residual harvest 
2) Jones Co: 1990 • 0, 30, 60, 90, 180 lb P
2
05'A 
1991 • residual harvest 
OM �H Salts 
% mmho/cm 
3.3 7.9 .70 
J.l 7.9 .60 
2.8 8.0 .60 
• 
Table 4. Influence of Nitrogen on Cool-Season Grass Dry Matter Production, Hyde and 
Jones County 1989-1991 
Drv Matter Yield 
Nitrogen Hyde County Jones County 
Bil1C
1 1989 1990 Total ]990 1991 Total 
lb/A � ...................... )t,/�·-·--····· .... •• ........................ Jt,/�····-· ... ·· ... --
0 2034 3758 5792 
30 2957 4012 6969 
60 3507 4070 7577 
90 4037 4545 8582 
120 3924 4687 8611 
150 3972 5407 9379 
Prob. >F 0.0001 0.001 0.0001 
LSD .05 735 312 955 
1 N applied first year only, 2nd year is residual effect 
3053 2580 5633 
3653 3015 6668 
3895 3316 7211 
4352 
4455 3899 8354 
0.025 .013 .007 
860 699 911 
Table 5. Influence of Nitrogen Fertilizer on Nitrogen Content of Cool-Season Grass 
Hvde and Jones Countv 
Nitrogen 
ltnte 
lb/A 
0 
30 
60 
90 
120 
150 
Pr> F 
CV% 
Nitrogen Concentration 
1.29 
1.22 
1.29 
1.46 
1.52 
1.78 
0.0001 
7.4 
.99 
.95 
.99 
1.20 
1.15 
0.001 
7.2 
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Nitrogen Rate Seed Yield 
------lb/A.-----
0 
30 
60 
90 
120 
150 
Prob > F 
CV %  
l.SD .05 
97 
124 
137 
216 
284 
258 
0.0001 
25 
69 
Table 7 Influence of Nitrogen Ferti111.Cr Rate on Nitrate Soil Test Level in Grass. Hyde 
Coun 
D"G"qth Q 30 
inches 
()..6 2.6 2.8 
6-12 .8 .8 
12·18 .6 .6 
1) Sampled March, 1990 
2) Applied Mc.rrch, 1989 
Nitrate Soil Test 1 
Nitrogen Rate, lb/A 2 
� 90 120 150 
ppm NO,·N·-········-----=-------· 
2.4 2.6 3.2 3.2 
l l 1 1.2 
.6 .6 .6 .8 
• 
• 
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TabJe 8. Influence of Phosphorus on Cool-Season Grass Dry Matter Production, Hyde 
and Jones County 1988-1991 
Drv Matter Yield 
Phosphorus Hyde Co1mtt Jones County 
Br.tel 1988 19891 19901 Tenn) ],990 1991
1 Tot1LJ 
Jb P20,/A ······----------·-····Ill/A· --········----It:>/�-------------··· 
0 2019 2767 5718 10,503 
30 2038 3398 6044 11,479 
60 2200 2928 6066 11,194 
90 2054 3406 5921 11,381 
180 2317 3892 6322 12,531 
Prob > F 0.13 0.06 0.37 0.006 
lSD .05 269 2 . 629 905 
1 P applied first year only, following years are residua] effect 
2 I.SD not computed due to missing value. 
4352 5408 9760 
4354 5810 10164 
4753 6358 11111 
4910 6281 11191 
4852 6439 11291 
0.37 0.27 0.12 
776 1117 1418 
TabJe 9. Influence of Phosphorus Fertilizer on Phosphorus Concentrations in Cool 
Season Grass, Hyde and Jones County 
P
20, 
rate 1988 
lb/A 
0 0.120 
30 0.138 
60 0.140 
90 0.145 
180 0.155 
Pr > F 0.004 
CV % 6.9 
Phosphorus Concentration 
fude County I 
1989 1990 
�--······-----------
0.134 0.131 
0.152 0.133 
0.168 0.142 
0.171 0.156 
0.188 0.173 
0.01 0.004 
Jl.3 9.3 
l Phosphorus applied in 1988 only 
Jones County 
1990 
% 
0.074 
0.079 
0.071 
0.081 
0.088 
0.16 
11.5 
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Table 10. Influence of Phosphorus on Crated Wheatgrtm Seed Yield, Hyde County, 
1988. ]290 
Phosphorus 
rate 
lb P20IA 
0 
30 
60 
90 
180 
Prob > F 
CV %  
LSD .OS 
Seed Yield 
1988 H90 
lb/A 
108 316 
133 346 
119 346 
138 330 
104 293 
0.63 0.57 
30 15 
56 77 
Table 11. Phosphorus Soil Test Levels After Broadcast Applied Phosphorus to Cool· 
Season Gr8$L Hvde Cl:>untv. 1988 
Phosphorus Soil Test z 
P 20$ depth, inches 
Rate1 0.2 24 4-6 
lb/A ··········--·····ppm··· .... __._. ..... 
0 
30 
60 
90 
180 
14 
22 
27 
39 
so 
1 Applied Spring, 1988 
2 Sampled fall, 1988 
4 
6 
7 
8 
10 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
Table 12. Phosphorus Soil Test Level, Cool-Season Grass Studies, Hyde and Jones C ounty, 
f31l SnmpHg 1988-:!990 
0 
30 
60 
90 
180 
lb/A 
Phgmhorus Soil Test 
Bra,· I Qm;n Bmy ] Olsen 
1988 1990 ]!!(} -1990--
--ppm, 0-6 inches -ppm, 0-6 inches-
7 
11 
13 
17 
22 
s 
7 
10 
14 
19 
2 
3 
s 
7 
11 
4 
5 
6 
9 
14 
3 
3 
5 
5 
12 
1 Phosphorus applied only once, March 1988 in Hyde C o. and March, 1990 in Jones C o. 
'l'BB USB OP SOIL TBSTS J'OR •ITJtOGBH APPLICATION l'Oa coax 
R. Gelderman, s .  Drymalski and M. Volek 
Approximately 50\ of the total fertilizer nitrogen applied in 
South Dakota is used on corn. The need for efficient and 
profitable nitrogen recommendations for corn is apparent. The best 
guide available for recommending fertilizer is a soil test. Soil 
teats need to be correlated to field response data. 
Qb'\ect1ve 
To determine the relationship of the nitrate-nitrogen soil 
test to yield response of corn to nitrogen fertilizer. 
Methods 
Because of poor initial corn stands, no treatments were 
established at the station this year. 
BIJHJ.lt: a,;,t-o nat:.e 
The 1991 growing season is the fifth season for this study. 
A total of 3 2  sites have been established and data summarized 
utilizing rates of nitrogen on corn in eastern South Dakota. 
In  summary, these results indicate that the N03-N test taken 
before planting either in the fall or spring is very useful for 
determining nitrogen fertilizer needs for the coming corn crop. 
The data indicates present N recommendations are 15-25 pounds per 
acre too high. In addition, the test indicates that a three-foot 
depth of sampling was no better than the presently recommended two­
foot sampling depth. 
This study will be conducted one more year before all data is 
summarized. 
.. 
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SK.I.LL GI.AIM TRIALS - CROP PBRPORKAIICB TZSTI•G 
J. J. Bonnemann 
Four small grain trials, barley, oats, spring wheat, and 
winter wheat were grown at the Central Substation during the 1991 
crop year. 
The yields in all the trials ranged from good to excellent. 
The test weight was very good for the oats. Most of the winter 
wheat entries were also better than average. The other two crops, 
spring wheat and barley, were affected more by the hot, dry winds 
than the oats and winter wheat. Their growth was at different 
stages and overall quality was affected more by the hot, dry winds 
and missed timing of beneficial precipitation. 
Additional yield and agronomic data for the Central Substation 
and all small grain trials in the state are found in EC 774 (rev. ) ,  
1992 Variety Recommendations, Small Grains. This publication is 
available from local county extension offices or the Bulletin Room, 
SDSU, Brookings, SD 5 7007. 
1991 oat Trial, CPT , Central Substation, Highmore, so. 
variety Name Yield. bu/A 
var1et:y neans 
Test wt. Plant Ht, 
Dane 93.4 40.7 37 
Don 93.l 40.2 34 
Newdak 92 . 0  36.5 37 
Hazel 89. l 39.1 35 
Horicon 89 . 0  37.0 37 
Troy 87. 1 37.0 37 
Starter 85 . 4  4 1 . 4  37 
Premier 85.1 40.7 37 
Ogle 85.1 36.6 36 
Settler 84 . l  37. 4 39 
Porter 84.l 34.9 36 
Hamilton 83.8 38.2 35 
Valley 80.2 38.8 36 
Burnett 77.5 4 0 . 5  4 0  
Steele 74.2 34.0 4 1  
Hytest 73.4 43. 1 41 
Moore 7 1 . 8  35.3 40 
Kelly 68.2 39 . 8  39 
Means 84.5 38 . 1  38 
LSD ( .  05) 5 . 7  
CV - % 4 . 1  
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1991 Barley Trial , CPT, Central Substation, Highmore, SD 
y_arietx. Name 
Stark 
Azure 
Hazen 
Excel 
Gallatin 
Bowman 
81603 
81602 
Robust 
Morex 
Means 
LSD ( .  05)  
CV - % 
YLeld, BLA 
58.0 
57.3 
55.8 
55.6 
52.7 
52.0 
52 . 0  
49.8 
46.6 
44.2 
50.9 
3.5 
4.1 
Yo,iety xeana 
Test Wt. 
50 . 7  
48.7 
46.2 
47 . 0  
44 . 7  
51.0 
47.9 
47. 3  
49.3 
46.6 
47.6 
P-J.an.t Ht. 
32 
34 
33  
3 1  
33  
31 
33 
33 
31 
34 
32 
1991 Spring Wheat Trial, CPT, central Substation , Highmore, so. 
variety Name 
Sharp 
Celtic 
Prospect 
Nordic 
Dalen 
2375 
Guard 
Butte 86 
Bergen 
2371 
Stoa 
Fjeld 
Gus 
Grandin 
W2501 
W2502 
2369 
Vance 
Telemark 
Chris 
Marshall 
Amidon 
Means 
LSD ( .  05) 
CV - % 
Yield. B/A Test Wt. Plant Ht. 
43.8 
40.9 
39.7 
39 .7  
39.7 
3 9 . 6  
39.6 
37. 6  
37.5 
37.3 
36.4 
36.0 
3 5 . 8  
35.8 
34.9 
3 3 . 8  
33.7 
32.7 
31. 7 
30.6 
30.4 
30 . 1  
36.1 
7.4 
12.6 
60.l 
56.0 
56.2 
58.7 
56.5 
61. 5 
60.3 
58.9 
57.5 
59.0 
56.7 
59. 1 
56.3 
55.2 
53.9 
56.3 
58. 7  
54.5 
58.3 
57. 4  
57 . 1  
53.8 
55.8 
36 
32 
32 
29 
29 
34 
32 
34 
28 
30 
37 
30 
35 
31 
28 
27 
30 
30 
26 
38 
28 
37 
32 
Protein 
14.7 
14.7 
14.4 
12 . 6  
14 . 7  
13 . 9  
14 . 3  
13.6 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 
14 . o  
15.l 
15.1 
1 3 . 7  
13.6 
14.2 
14.7 
14.5 
14.7 
13.1 
14 . o  
14.0 
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1991 Winter Wheat Trial, CPT, Central Substation, High.more, SD. 
Y11rie�i 11e1111 
Test Plant 
variety Name Yield, BIA wt. Hgt, Protein 
Abilene 68.3 61 . 2  3 5  13 .3  
Arapahoe 66.0  61 . 6  39 12. 7  
Red land 65.8 60. 6  40  12. s  
Brule 64 . 7  60.8 4 1  12 . 4  
Siouxland 64 . 6  62 .5  43 12.1 
Siouxland 89 64 . 3  61.5 40 14.0 
Thunderbird 62.8 63.l 39 13.9 
Quantum 542 61.0 61.0 42 12. 5  
Quantum 549 59. 4 59.9 39 12.7 
Bronco 59.l 61.0 37 12.6 
l(arl 59.0 62. 5  35 14 .5  
Rawhide 58 . 7  62.7 37 14.0 
Quantum 562 58 . 6  59.9 39 13.4 
Centura 57.7 63.0 42 14 .0  
Lamar 57.6 62 . 7  37 12 . 9  
Dawn 56.7 62 . 7  38 12.2 
Rowe 56.2 62.3 41 13.9 
Seward 54.9 62.2 46 11 .3  
Carson 53.7 60.l 38 13.3 
TAM 200 51.9 62 . 0  32 13 . 8  
Sage 51.4 63.3 42 13.5 
Rio-Blanco 50. 7  61.0 33 12.8 
Bennett 50 . 3  6 1 . 3  37 14 . 8  
Agassiz 48.8 62.8 47 12 . 4  
Scout 66 46.7 62.6 40 13 . 9  
Roughrider 45 . 8  62.2 44 14.7 
TAM 107 43.0 59.5 37 14.0  
Norstar 29. 6  59. 4  49 12. 4  
Tibor 24. 4  54 . 8  44  11.6 
Means 55 . 4  61.5 40 13.3 
LSD ( . 05) 5.9 
CV - I 6 . 5  
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SPRING lnmAT BRIBDIMG 
B. G. Farber, F. A. Cholick, and B. E.  Ruden 
The Advanced Yiel d Trial (AYT) breeding nursery was grown at 
the Highmore Station in 1991 along with 8 additional testing sties 
throughout the spring wheat production area. The AYT consists of 
experimental lines that are in their second, third, fourth, or more 
years of statewide testing. These l ines have demonstrated 
potential for becoming new varieties, but more data is needed 
before release can occur. 'Planting and harvest dates were April 5 
and July 23 , respectivel y. The seeding rate was 28 seeds per 
square foot and the plots were fertilized for a 45  bu/A yield goal. 
The average yiel d in 1991 was very similar to 1990 and was 4 0  
bu/A or approximatel y 4 01 greater than the l ong-term average tor 
this site. Yiel ds ranged from 46. 8 to 26. 8  bu/A. The top yielding 
check varieties were Butte 86, Sharp, Stoa and 2375. The l ong-term 
check, Chris, was the l owest yielding l ine. out of thirty l ines 
entered in the AYT, 10 experimental l ines were in the top yielding 
group and equalled or exceeded the yiel d of the best check. Four 
of the 10 top yielding lines were included in their second year of 
statewide testing. A fifth line which has been tested statewide 
for four years (SD3 056) has been approved for increase with intent 
to release in 1993 . 
This site typicall y  provides a good evaluation of test weight. 
In 1991, test weights averaged 6 1. 0  lbs/bu and ranged from 55. 3 to 
64 l bs/bu. Protein content averaged 14 . 4 \  and ranged from 13 . 2  to 
15. 8% protein. The Highmore site adds val uable data for the spring 
wheat breeding project during the selection phase of variety 
development. Usually, the level of environmental stress is 
sufficient to differentiate between experimental lines and 
therefore hel ps determine the stability of future varieties. 
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J. L. Gellner and R. A. Schut 
Six hundred fourty-four plots of winter wheat were planted at 
the Highmore Station for the 1991 harvest year. The plots were 
seeded 11 Sept 1990 and harvested 15 July 1991. Fallowed land was 
used, and 18-46-0 starter fertilizer was applied at the rate of 60 
lb/acre. The plots received a large amount of rain during the 
spring. This provided a perfect environment for foliar diseases, 
in particular, leaf rust and tanspot. Lodging was a problem in 
some plots. 
Advanced lines from our program did not perform as well as we 
would have liked in the CPI' yield trials. SD88185 is a cross of 
Brule and Dawn which has performed well in previous years. 
Arapahoe 
Redland 
Siouxland 
5088185 
5087143 
Rose 
Roughrider 
mean 
Yield 
{ bu/a) 
66 
66 
65 
60 
58 
56 
46 
55 
Test weight 
(lb/bu) 
62 
61 
62 
62 
62 
62 
62 
61 
Several lines in our advanced yield trials performed better 
when compared to the check varieties. Since this trial was 
replicated only once at Highmore, we will give both the Highmore 
and state yield averages. 
SD89269 Bennett/Rose 
Arapahoe 
Siouxland 
SD89204 Bennett/Rose 
SD89101 Rose/Dawn 
Abilene 
Rose 
mean 
H,ighmore 
Yield Test wt 
(bu/a) (lb/bu) 
71 
63 
69 
66 
61  
62 
57 
62 
60 
60 
61 
59 
61 
59 
57 
58 
statewide 
Xi»i4 wes:t w� 
(bu/a) (lb/bu) 
66 
65 
62 
62 
61 
53 
53 
53 
60 
58 
59  
57 
60 
57 
57 
57 
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OAT U8BUCB 
Dale Reeves and Lon Hall 
The preliminary herbicide screening test is a cooperative 
effort with the oat proj ect and the extension weed staff to screen 
established varieties and promising lines for herbicide inj ury. 
Recommended and doubled rates are applied to four varieties or 
lines at the 3-4 leaf stage. 
These data show MCPA amine, Bronate, and the low rate of 
MCPA+Dicamba caused the least injuryi however, this may change with 
the variety, location, year, or atage of plant development. 
Generally, MCPA amine caused the least amount of inj ury. Other 
data has shown plants are more sensitive to Bronate and Dicamba 
applied in the 6-7 leaf stage. 
The Highmore data had to be discarded due to heavy rains that 
drowned out areas in the herbicide test; however, a summary of 
results from Brookings, Northeast, and Southeast locations is shown 
in the following table. 
HEBIU:,11:21 IREA:r.MEHI 
btu;::bicide r:;ats 
(ai/a) 
CHECK 
MCPA AM. .5 
MCPA AM. 1.0 
2, 4-D AM. . s  
2, 4-D AM. 1 . 0  
BRONATE .75 
BRONATE 1 .  5 
DICAMBA+MCPA AM . 125+ . 2  
OICAMBA+MCPA AM .25+.5 
All comparisons 
nu i or: CHE._CK 
� lS!S;AtiSUl A,VO 
I 
100 
101 
101 
94 
81 
100 
101 
100 
95 
are made with the 
J J;Qg'.[J;ON AY� 
JI_):;LD TWT 
(bu/a) ( lb/b) 
83.l 3 1. 7 
84.0 32.1 
83.9 32. 2 
77.9 3 2 . 0  
66.9 3 1.3 
83.0 31.5 
83. 9 31.9 
83.3 31.2 
78 . 6  30.8 
check. 
The Tristate nursery has 36 entries which consist of 6 checks 
and ten of the most advanced lines from South Dakota, North Dakota, 
and Minnesota. The Tristate nursery is grown at ten locations in 
the tristate area. The South Dakota lines are increased and 
purified in the same year they are grown in the Tristate nursery. 
The best lines are selected to be entered in the Crop Performance 
Trials the next year where they are compared to standard varieties 
across the state. At the same time these same lines are entered in 
the Uniform Midseason or Uniform Early nurseries which are grown in 
locations throughout the U. S.A. and Canada. 
.. 
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SOYBEAN RBSBARCB AT BIGBMORB IH 1991 
Roy Scott 
In 1991 200 soybean breeding lines were planted at the 
Highmore research farm for yield-testing. Test plots were planted 
on June 12 , 1991 due to wet conditions at the optimum planting 
time . Four-row plots were planted with 30-inch row spacings. 
Plots were planted 20 feet long, and trimmed back to 15 feet to 
eliminate end-of-row effects . Moisture conditions were marginal at 
planting time, which resulted in poor stand establishment . 
Plant growth was satisfactory up to the time of the first 
frost in September .  Most entries in the tests were not mature at 
the time of the first frost, and some experiments were not 
harvested for this reason . Other experiments were not harvested 
because of poor plant stands. In the experiments that were 
harvested yields ranged from 7 to 24 bushels per acre . Plant 
height in these tests ranged from 19 to 3 3  inches . Lodging scores 
were excellent because of short plant stature. The earlier 
maturing varieties reached mature seed size. Seed size ranged from 
8 to 18 grams per 100 seeds . Seed quality was generally poor, with 
a high proportion of green seed. 
Highmore appears to be a good location for soybeans of 
maturity group o and I .  If soybeans of these maturity groups can 
be planted before the end of May they should produce a crop. We 
will continue testing at Highmore in 1992 . 
corn Bree4in9 Proj eot 
Zeno Wicks III, Gilberto de Sosa, and James Waaaom 
The obj ective of the corn breading proj ect is to develop 
inbred lines of yellow and white corn that are adapted to Eastern 
South Dakota. These inbred lines are then available to be  used for 
producing hybrid seed corn. It is important that the lines we 
develop be adapted to the variable and often stressful conditions 
of this area. For this reason we teat new inbreds at 4 locations, 
including the Highmore experiment station. Inbred lines are 
evaluated according to the performance of their Fl test-cross 
progeny. If  the test-crosses of new inbred lines are outstanding 
at multiple locations and multiple years the lines are released for 
sale to the public. 
A new facet of the corn breeding proj eet has been the 
evaluation of the relationship of a trait called osmotic adjustment 
with yield. When selecting for drought tolerance we often find 
that the most productive varieties under drought conditions are 
relatively low yiel ding in favorable conditions. It is hoped that 
lines with high osmotic adjustment will yield well in drought years 
without sacrificing productivity in favorable years. We tested 
populations with variable osmotic adjustment for the first time 
this year. The results thus far are promising, but inconclusive. 
A project was started in 1984 with the objective of developing 
a drought tolerant maize population using a combined Sl-Halfsib 
recurrent selection scheme. s
0 
plants from a synthetic population 
were selfed and crossed to CM105 inbred tester. Topcross progenies 
were evaluated at Brookings s. o. ( non-stress environment) , and s1 progenies a. t Highmore s .  o .  ( stress environment) • TWO eycl es o t" 
selection have been completed. The resul ts of the evaluation 
carried out in 1991 appear to indicate that a combination of 
topcross half· sib recurrent selection in high yield environments, 
indexed with s, per se selection in stress environments produce 
significantly greater yield potential for material grown in stress 
environments. 
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WEED CONTROL 
Leon J. Wrage, Paul o. Johnson, David A. Voe, and Scott A. Wagner 
field evaluations ae part of the W .E .E .D. Project are directed toward 
i.JrjJm��lffl1' v..d pi.Cblms r-gr mijo:r e:ropa J,.ll tU �� 'l'ba •ti1t.Oll. l• & �lmW:l'J 
!5� '.Cio� li•�ic:�a ualvatian em � w�� � -g�11-i:II a-i:u:gh-u.m.. Th tittld ,a,_aa 
was expanded in 1991 to include evaluation of corn herbicide•, after ha.rveet 
herbicide compariaona and additional •:lf.l'!Bri.mental te•ting of •pring wheat 
herbicide•. 
Plot• include labeled herbicid• treatDant• and exper..J..c:!lntal producte in 
final •ta9e• of evaluation. Te•t• in 1991 on winter wheat and 9rain sorghum 
provided crop tolerance data. Data from plot• provide the ba•i• for lilllHld control 
information in extension fact sheet• and pr••ented at meeting• organized by 
extension agent•. 
Data are pre•ented for teat• li•ted below. Weed control i• baeed on visual 
evaluation compared to the untreated check. Crop reapon•e i• rated on a visual 
scale (0  • no injury, 100 • complete kill) . Asaiatanca of •tation peraonnel ie 
acknowledged. 
Table l. 
'i@J..• 2 .. 
TtJH• JR 
Table 4 .  
Table 5 .  
Table 6. 
Table 7 .  
Effect of Tordon Before Planting Winter Wheat 
B11&lg-*'-t:io.n of C!h!i.t9ua. conuol .1:n li'LAtos.r 'GU:1ea1: 
EVI1-Qa.tlc,c.11 ot Cbtl�1,n conuol 11.f� :n�-.i1111i: 
!valuation of Postemergence Cheatgraee control 
Evaluation of Po•tmner9enc• Crop Safety 
Grain Sorghum Demonatration 
Corn Herbicide Demon•tration 
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Table 1. Effect of Tordon Before Planting Winter Wheat 
Planting Date, 10/1/90 Rainfall: 7/10/90 l•t week 0 . 3 5  inch•• 
Applied: 7/10/90 2nd week 0.97 inch•• 
8/30/90 8/30/90 ht week 0 . 10 inch•• 
9/14/90 2nd week 0 . 00 inch•• 
Soil: Clay loam; 9/14/90 l•t week 0.7S inch•• 
3 . 1\ OM; 6 . 3  pH 2nd week o.oo inch•• 
CCl:l!ll:aD!C.8-1 Pilrpc:lBR- ;:o 1t¥&l\1Rl.OJ\ "ap n!apcmaa 'to �on U-OIJ�Dt:9 11.pplle<I 
&ec d.:LHn•nt �.au• am! at- 81PJJ'-:aJ:A.l J.:nt•evala .,_f-o;e ,platrt;l.n;. 
All treatments reduced yield compared to the check. Rate wa• 
more important' than tJ.1119 interval. Wh•at yield wae excellent, 
representing favorable conditions during early ••aeon. Teat 
weight was reduced at all high rate ( 1  qt.) treatments. The 
half pint rate (.125 lb) ie •uggested •• a •pot treatment to 
minimize crop effect. 
\ VCIUt \ VCIUt Yield T••t Wt 
Treatment UVA IAA· 4/24/91 u11,1u bu/A 1.e.Lml 
Check 0 Ii) 49 . 6  59.8 
�ULX 10, 1990 
Tordon(.5 pt* ) +2 , 4-D amine .125+1 0 0 40.6 58.S 
Tordon( l  pt*) +2, 4-0 amine .25+1 0 13 30.3 58.4 
Tordon ( 2  pt* ) + 2 , 4-D a.mine .5+1 3 13 18.4 51.l 
AWiYST 30, 199Q 
Tordon+2, 4-D &mine .125+1 0 4 31.2 59.3 
Tordon+2,4-D amine .25+1 0 10 22.8 56.4 
Tordon+2, 4-D amine .S+l 10 21 9 . 4  49.6 
IIPIIMBER H, 1290 
Tordon+2, 4-D amine .125+1 l 2 41. l 60.0 
Tordon+2,4-0 amine .25+1 16 12 23.l 56.0 
Tordon+2,4-D a.mine .S+l 21 17 16.S 45.9 
LSD ( . O S )  ; ·.a 7 . 0  5.6 
• Product/A 
• 
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Table 2. Evaluation ot Cheatgr••• Control in Winter Wheat. 
Planting Dataa 9/14/90 
SPPI,PR!t 9/14/90 
1'POSi 10/23/90 
SPRING• 4/23/91 
Soil• Clay loam, 
2 . 9\ OMJ 6.7 pH 
Rainfall• SPPI,PRB l•t week 0.75 inch•• 
2nd week 0.00 inch•• 
FPOS l•t week 0.00 inch•• 
2nd weak 0.20 inch•• 
SPRING lat week 0.65 inch•• 
2nd .,...k 1.42 inch•• 
Weed• s Dobr • Downy brcmegr••• 
Ccamente, Wint•r wheat wa• planted in wint•r wheat •tubble. Moderate, 
•11meWhat variable downy brome pr•••ure. Data reflect• 
differential performance. Partial control wa• obtained, however 
control did not reach commercially acceptable l•v•l• for field• 
where •chaat9r•••" 1• the major probbm. Crop r••pon•e expr••••d 
•• •tand reduction or atuntin9 wa• not apparent in •prin9 
obaervation•· 
Check 
IJIM.4-QW 'PIM&Ni'T lW:BPPMffi 
Treflan . s  
Treflan .75 
IMP!P1LA�l mmemaaif-Q 
Hoelon(3 pt• )  1.12 
Treflan .,s 
rar-go 1 . S  
SWWW NWfi.N!T r:m�m 
Amber( .28 o�*) .0131 
Amber ( • 56 og* ) .0262 
�1f!ilf:,:£1 
Amber .0131 
Amb•r .0262 
Tycor l 
fNJ+ PQS/fitJ:CWf;KCE: 
Tycor l 
Tycer 1.2s 
Tycor+Sen/Le.x 1.25+.25 
&en/Lex . s  
LSD ( . OS) 
• Proci�ct/A 
, Dobr 
2/16{91 
0 
38 
53 
67 
40 
66 
23 
45 
28 
38 
72 
60 
54 
76 
35 
32 
Yield 
bu{A 
33.l 
38. S  
33 . 8  
35.6 
30.3 
32.S 
34.3 
27.7 
27.9 
32.7 
35.6 
34.8 
35.4 
32 . 7  
32.3 
6 . 3  
Teet Wt 
lbJJly 
5 6 . 9  
6 0 . 0  
58.4 
58.3 
58.3 
56.9 
58.8 
57.3 
57.6 
57.7 
59.0 
57.7 
se.5 
57.7 
59.2 
N.S. 
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Table 3. Evaluation of Ch•atgr••• Control After Rarve•t. 
!'ALLs 10/23/90 
Soil, Clay loam; 
2 . 9\ OM1 6.7 pH 
Rainfall, let w••k 0.00 inch•• 
2nd week 0.20 inch•• 
weed•• Dobr • Downy brcmegraaa 
8dlf • Tanay muetard, kochia 
CCnm:.arrbl:. 'k.a•·�· •pplln Afl::Oc vua� �11:, bid'an �1 �" · 
Atrazine and Command wer• th• mo•t effectiv• treatments; 
providing excellent control of 9ra•• and broad.leaf weeda. Plot• 
were •••ded to wint•r wh•at to evaluate carryov•r effecta. 
' Dobr \ Bdlf 
'i'WHi9 o, l.ti/A UI ·  ,,u r,,. i5/11(il 
Check 0 0 
Atrazine l 70 72 
Atrazine 2 99 96 
Command l 98 97 
Connand+Atrazine .75+1 77 92 
Pur•uit ( 4  OZ*) .063 53 63 
Blad.ex 2 so 48 
Sen/Lex . s  10 15 
Amber( .38 oz* )  .0178 15 10 
LSD ( .05)  44 29 
• Proctuct./A 
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Tabla 4. Evaluation of Post�rgence Cheatgraa• control 
POST: 
LPOS : 
Soil: 
6/10/91 
6/19/91 
Clay loam; 
2.9\ OM; 6.7 pH 
Rainfall: POST l•t week o.oo inch•• 
2nd week 0.10 inch•• 
LPOS l•t week o.oo inch•• 
2nd weak 0.70 inch•• 
comment•: All treatments etopped the growth of the downy bromegr•••. The 
Roundup treatment• were llo;'ii(ler to affect the cheatgr•••· 
Pre,ently seed from each plot i• bein9 evaluated for viability. 
The period for •praying to tJ..ma of re,pon•• may have an effect 
on viability. 
1QIC!iJ!� 
fDMl'tlME�GEDS: 
Check 
Roundup+X-77+AS 
�� �iltMERGiN�i 
Roundup+X-77+AS 
�BMERGI:-,:c� 
Roundup+X-77+AS 
til!i� P-OS:DKP!�EN"' 
Roundup+X-77+AS 
fS!S'l'!.K� 
Cyclone+X-77 
( 10 gal ) 
( 10 gal) 
( 10 gal) 
l.&It. !QM'E:�&0£ligf 
Cyclone+X-77 
ms� sscr 
Cyclone+X-77 
� fDS�I?;!!:t 
Cyclone+X-77 
Rep Rep 
rua .. �. I n 
101 207 
.19+.5\ 102 201 
.19+.S\ 103 204 
.38+.S\ 104 205 
. 38+ . 5\ lOS 202 
.25+.S\ 106 206 
.25+.5\ 107 208 
.s+.S\ 108 209 
.s+.s, 109 203 
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Table s .  Evaluation of Poatmnergenee Crop Safety 
Planting Date: 4/24/91 
POST: 6/7/91 
Soils  Clay loam; 
2.9\ OM; 6.7 pH 
Rainfall: let week o . oo inches 
2nd week 0.10 inches 
Weede: Grft � Green foxtail 
CC4i!Ailin'ta :  �'- w.ed pi;•a•r.u�•· ho� vh•1i't yib'f.at.y wi11a· pl� 
•12ur;1_. �nu ap_pl-U� 11,J; /91 .-t. t;ha fi-111•! Cl:0-}) !IU<J•* 
Lwlh �i.ng ecnd.:.�ioa• At application. Foxtail rating• were 
high with all treatment•. Vieual crop reepon•e rating (VCRR) 
repreaenta atunting and abnormal developnent . The double rate 
effect was not pronounced. Banvel and Ally tended to reduce 
crop effecta more than other tank-mix••· Crowing condition• and 
crop •tage are eug9e•ted ae factors in exceaeive crop r••ponae 
compared to data from other tests. 
t;rwa�me:r:i I!. 
Check 
Dakota 
Dakota 
Dakota+Banvel 
Dakota+Banvel 
Dakota+Buctr il 
t>akota+Buc:tril 
Dakota+Harmony Extra 
Dakota+ffarmony Extra 
Dakota+Ally 
Dakota+Ally 
Cheyenne+Harmony !xtra 
Cheyenne+Harmony Extra 
Tiller so 
Tiller so 
Tiller SO+Banvel 
Tiller SO+Sanvel 
Tiller SO+Buctril 
Tiller 50+8uctril 
Tiller 
Tiller 
lb/A act. 
.58 
1.16 
. 58+ . 125 
1.16+.125 
.58+.25 
l.16+.25 
.58+0 . 2 3  
l.16+ . 023 
.58+.004 
l.16+ . 004 
. 46+ . 014 
. 92 + . 014 
. 59 
1.18 
.59+.125 
l . 18+.125 
.59+.25 
l.18+.25 
.66 
1 . 32 
LSD ( .  05) 
\ Grft \ VCRR Yield Teet Wt. 
Uil. 1LU � � 
0 0 21.2 55.4 
94 33 14.4 52.7 
96 44 13.7 5 3 . 0  
94 24 1 7 . 6  52.7 
96 30 17.8 5 3 . 6  
95 34 14 . 5  53.6 
97 45 12 . 7  52.4 
94 18 1 8 . 6  52.S 
95 23 17 . 8  52.3 
95 19 19 . 2  52 . 6  
96 16 18 .9  52 . 6  
96 35 14 , 0  51.4 
98 45 11.0  5 1 . 4  
95 43 12.6 52 . 3  
96 43 14.l 5 3 . l  
9 7  26 1 7 . 0  53.8 
96 29 16.7 52.8 
97 43 11.9  52 . 3  
97 39 12.4 52.3 
97 34 15.S 52 . 7  
97 34 17.2 53 . l  
3 g 1 . 6  1.7 
• 
.. 
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Table 6. Crain Sorghwo. Demonetration 
Plantin9 Date: 6/10/91 
PREs 6/10/91 
POSTS 7/2/91 
LPOS : 7/16/91 
Soil I Clay loam 
Rainfall: l•t week 0.00 inchee 
2nd week 0 . 10 inches 
CCxnment•• Data for 1991 reflect moderate weed preeaur•1 previou• year• • 
data primarily a reaponae to herbicide under ••••ntially Vlli•d 
free conditions. Late application of Banvel con•i•t•ntly 
.redveed y.u1l.d1 otu� 1r:• •h� no u��• ucp e1JlHu1uu:""· 
effect• in 1991. 
Treatment 
Check 
£!'1kEM&8:9ffltQC 5 LAU RP$'UHSa@t¢! 
Ramrod&Buetril 
Ramrod&2 , 4-D ester 
Ramrod,2,4-D ester 
Ramrod&2 , 4-D amine 
Ramrod,Banvel 
RamrodC.8anvel 
RamrodC.Banvel+X-77 
Ramrod,suetril 
Ramrod,Buetril+atrazine 
Ramrod&Buctril+atrazine 
Jtamrod&2 , 4-D ester 
Ramrod&2 , 4-D amine 
Ramrod&Banvel 
Ramrod&Banvel+X-77 
lb/A act. 
3,.375 
3&.25 
3&.s  
3&.S 
3&.12 
J&.25 
3&.25+.S\ 
3&.375 
3&. 2s+.s 
3&.375+1 
3&.S 
3&.5 
3&.25 
3&.25+ . S\ 
LSD ( . OS ) 
1991 
Yield 
.JmLA 
23.5 
35.5 
38. l  
37.J 
35.8 
39.1 
36.8 
32.8 
38.0 
36.3 
40 . S  
35.3 
35 .3  
2 5 . S  
28.2 
6.5 
l-r,� ·;,, 
Yield 
bu/A 
44. 3  
51.6 
53 .S  
56.0 
60.4 
ss.s 
42 . 3  
41 .0 
57.0 
54.6 
61 . 9  
54. 9  
55.2 
20.s  
2 1 . 9  
13.6 
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Table 7. Corn Herbicide De:onstration. 
Planting Datei 4/24/91 
PPIQPRE: 4/24/91 
POST: 6/7/91 
Soil: Clay loam 
Rainfall: lat week 0.85 inchee 
2nd we•k l.17 inche• 
W••d•: Grft • Gr•en foxtail 
ltocz • JCochia 
Cmrum-nrt..111 T_t-.a.� t 41.ffBZe� � ,  fluvy- filXJll!li praBL&U.re. !An.ig1:1hi · 
of control was reduced due to heavy pr•d .. pitaticn, U'I. Ut.e Hay. 
Soil temperature wa• 50 degrees F .  at application. Evaluations 
for uncultivated plot area. 
fR!lfWT UCQBIQP.AffQ 
Check 
Eradicane 
Eradieane+atrazine 
rradicane+Bladex 
lradicane+atrazine+Bladex 
Su tan+ 
SHALLQ,W fREPLANT INCQRPORATED 
Dual 
La••o 
f P.1!.LJ.JiK,' fBiiiX,Wfrlt:aRP�TE'Q 
Bladex&Accent (.67 OZ*) +COC 
PREIMIBilU�CE 
Atrazina 
Dual 
Dual 
La•ao 
Laseo 
Prowl 
Ramrod 
Mon 8422 MT 
ICI A5676 
L•••o+atrazine 
La••o+atrazine+Banvel 
La••o+Bladex 
Dual+atrazine 
Dual+Bledex 
Atr&zine+Bladex 
Rlml:od+Bladex 
La•eo+Bladex+atrazine 
Dual+Bladex+atrazine 
ICI A5676+Bladex+atrazine 
4 
4+1 
4+2 
4+.S+l.S 
4 
2 . 5  
3 
c -fOi:mwac;pq 
2&.0313+.75 qt 
2.5 
2 . S  
1 .67 
3 
2 
l . S  
6 
2.25 
2.25 
2+1 
2+1+.s 
2+2 
2+1 
2+2 
. 75+2.25 
4+2 
2+1.5+ . 5  
2+1.S+.S 
2+1 . s+ . s  
\ Grft 
'7/1§(91 
0 
93 
92 
90 
94 
96 
96 
88 
94 
98 
ea 
92 
86 
80 
45 
SS 
88 
90 
78 
84 
88 
88 
91 
82 
78 
86 
92 
87 
\ JCOCZ 
7116/U 
0 
60 
99 
88 
96 
JO 
15 
40 
92 
96 
70 
40 
60 
70 
80 
60 
84 
86 
96 
98 
94 
98 
88 
95 
98 
96 
92 
97 
• 
• 
JI 
Table 7. continued .. � � 
lf:nl1mt•llm: 
�!G�NCB 
Prowl+atrazine 
Prowl+Bladex 
Atrazine+coc 
Bladex+X-77 
EiBEE'MlB"m:s;:, � P05'1'1E)i:£Ry,l?ie!: 
RamrodGTou9h+atrazine 
RamrodC:Banvel+Bladex 
Ramrod,Banvel 
Ramrod&Banvel 
Ramrod&2,4-D amine 
Ramrod&Ba•a9ran+atrazine+coc 
Ramrod&Buctril+atrazine 
Rainrod&Banvel+atrazin• 
POS�..Jfc:£ 
Accent(.33 oz*)+X-77 
Accent ( . 67 oz*) +Banvel+X-77 
• froduc�/A 
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1-Dl,A- a.et.. 
l.S+l 
l.5+1.5 
1.5+1 qt 
2+.S\ 
4,.4s+.6 
4,.2s+1.s 
46i. 5  
4C-.25 
4,.s 
45. 52+.52+1 
4&.2s+.s  
4C:.2S+.S 
.0157+.25\ 
qt 
.0313+.25+.25\ 
I Crft \ ltOCZ 
.llHI.U, , l:-1§.l!J, 
30 96 
35 98 
25  98 
30 90 
82 98 
76 82 
65 98 
68 98 
68 45 
72 98 
68 98 
74 92 
92 40 
98 99 
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PJ:BLD BVllUATlOII OJI WOODY PLUIT Jtl.TBRIALS 
Russell J. Haas - Plant Materials Specialist - scs 
The field evaluation site at Highmore, South Dakota, continues to 
be the " garden spot" ot our 12 field evaluation planting si tes located 
in North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota. The.. ex:ee_ll.ent maintenance 
is reflected in the good survival and rate of 'fl"O'W1:h 01:f t.b.a trees. 
Performance data from this site has been used to support the 
cooperative release of several tree and shrub cultivars in the past few 
years. The following cultivars have been released in cooperation with 
the Soil Conservation Service and the Agricultural Experiment stations 
in North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota. 
'Cardan• green ash ( 1979) 
' Oahe' hackberry ( 1982) 
' Scarlet• Mongolian cherry ( 1984) 
' Sakakawea' silver buffaloberry ( 1984) 
'Centennial' cotoneaster ( 1987) 
'McDermand' ussurian pear ( 1990) 
These cultivars are now in large scale production and have been 
well accepted and used extensively for field and/or farmstead 
windbreaks, wildlife, recreation and highway rights of way plantings in 
the Dakotas and Minnesota. Some of these cultivars are currently being 
tested to further determine their area of adaptation in Montana, 
Colorado, Wyoming, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Missouri, Iowa, 
Wisconsin, Michigan and on to the east coast. 
In 1992, ND-20 Arnold hawthorn will be released as ' Homestead• 
hawthorn. 
Promising accessions being considered for release in the near 
future are: 
ND-283 Russian almond ( 1992) 
ND-1879 honeylocust ( 1993) 
ND-83 late lilac ( 1993) 
ND-11 amur honeysuckle ( 1995) 
ND-1134 plum ( 1995) 
1991 Aetivitica 
April 15 - Survival and winter injury data was recorded on the 
accessions planted in 1988-90. Survival of most species was very good. 
Replacements were made of a few trees of accessions planted 1988-1990. 
seven new accessions were added. They include a fast growing acceaaion 
of black walnut from the Big Sioux Nursery, two new selections of 
'Austree• willow, and accessions of cottonwood, poplar and honeysuckle 
from the scs Plant Materials Center at Bridger, Montana. Minor pruning 
was done to remove damaged branches, basal sprouts, and to develop 
• 
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proper form. 
October l - Survival and growth measurements were recorded on the 
accessions planted this spring and 1988-1990. Most species were in good 
condition this spring, but signs of moisture stress were apparent in the 
fa.11. It appears that some root pruning is occurring due to deep 
cultivation. All tatarian honeysuckle are infested with aphid and 
should be removed. Two accessions of 'Auatree• willow are performing 
quite well and have reached 18-20 feet tall. However, the aite where 
they are planted is a "willow-site" and Dr. cunningham• a hybrid poplars 
have equal growth. 'Centennial• European cotoneaster did not show any 
signs of fireblight. SD-Ul �y is IIRl&eapt:i.ble to black knot 
disease and may have to be dropped f:r'om fu;rtber t.sting. Volunteer 
Siberian elm are becoming a _prchla that :needs to be addressed. 
Survival of trees planted this spring is excellent. 
Several accessions had been performing poorly for several years due 
to repeated winter injury or disease and insect inj ury (aphids) . These 
accessions were also identified in my trip report of November 4, 1991 to 
Sid Dronen and Nilo Reber to be removed as soon as time and funds allow. 
'Rem Red' amur honeysuckle 
'Elsmo ' Chinese elm 
ND-3805 amur corktree 
ND-1730 tatarian honeysuckle 
ND-1750 tatarian honeysuckle 
ND-313 tatarian honeysuckle 
ND-452 tatarian honeysuckle 
' Dakota Sunrise• bush cinquefoil 
'Cardinal• autumn olive 
ND-3892 tatarian honeysuckle 
ND-26 honeysuckle 
ND-2510 honey locust 
N0-3804 black locust 
ND-3895 black cherry 
ND-3897 pear 
ND-3925 peach 
'Red Wing• autumn olive 
Several new accessions appear to be performing quite well and may be 
considered for further testing in on farm field plantings: 
14272 hybrid poplar 
'Austree• clone c willow 
'Austree' clone E willow 
ND-21 nannyberry 
ND-283 Russian almond 
ND-3902 sandbar willow 
323957 chokeberry 
N0-17 0 European cotoneaster 
ND-1863 honeylocust 
ND-1879 honeylocust 
ND-1134 plum 
ND-20 Arnold hawthorn 
9008041 false indigo 
ND-3744 Korean barberry 
ND-83 late lilac 
9058862 tamarack 
Several cultivars have been evaluated for several years and are 
recommended for farmstead, field windbreak, wildlife and beautification 
plantings: 
'Midwest manehurian crabapple' 
' Roselow' sargent crabapple 
' Scarlet• mongolian cherry 
' Sakakawea• silver buffaloberry 
' Streamco • purpleosier willow 
'Meadowlark' forsythia 
'Mcoermand' Ussurian pear 
'Centennial' cotoneaster 
' Bighorn• aromatic sumac 
' Freedom' honeysuckle 
'Cling-Red' amur honeysuckle 
• 
